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FLORI DA’S PA R T N E R I N RE COVE RY

A COMM IT M E N T T O SA F ET Y

After a disaster like Hurricane Michael, getting your business
operational again is a challenge. Cotton’s more than two decades
of disaster recovery and restoration experience will help get
your business back to its core mission as quickly as possible.
Depend on Cotton’s Panama City Beach response center to serve
your business in the wake of a disaster, and assist with day-today needs, improvements to your property and Master Service
Agreement clients.

Cotton is committed to safety for all personnel that may be in or
around a job site. Cotton’s duty is not solely limited to Site Specific
Safety Plans, Job Hazard Analysis, and OSHA 10/30 requirements.
Our commitment extends to daily safety meetings and training
requirements for all personnel. Cotton’s goal is to make sure all
projects are performed effectively, efficiently and safely for the
benefit of Cotton and our clients.

SUP ERIOR C UST OM E R SERVICE

EX PER TS IN IN N OVAT I O N

Cotton’s reputation is built on both our efficiency and effectiveness.
We are proud of our reputation that has been earned by tirelessly
serving clients throughout the United States and overseas. No
matter the scale of the incident, our customer service delivers
exceptional value and exceeds client expectations.

Using state-of-the-art equipment, innovative thinking and the
know-how acquired from years of training and experience,
Cotton’s experienced staff will work with you to expertly assess
the damage and determine a critical path for your recovery.

SERVICE S
I NC LUDE

Water Damage
Restoration

Demolition

Logistics

Mold Remediation

Roofing

Reconstruction

Structure Cleaning

Workforce
Catering

YO U ’ RE T RUST ED COT T ON T E A M
PAT B A RKER
Pat Barker, Regional
Director, has nearly
two decades of
experience in the
disaster recovery
industry. After years of working around
the world as a military contractor, Barker
has returned to his hometown of Panama
City, Florida, to help the city rebuild. Barker
aims to identify opportunities to help
clients mitigate problems with business
interruption while minimizing possible
emergencies. Barker received his Bachelor
of Science degree from the University of
Southern Mississippi in 2002.

CHRIS
DANIE L S
Chris Daniels joined
Cotton in 2018 as
National Restoration
Project Coordinator
to focus on the recovery of the Florida
Panhandle, which is where he was raised
and still lives. His disaster response
experience includes multiple hurricanes,
military projects, and the BP oil spill.
Daniels received his Associates degree in
Business Administration from Gulf Coast
Community College in 2001.

S TE VE TIANO
Steve Tiano, Project
Coordinator –
Construction, brings
over three decades
of experience in
construction management. Following
personal loss from Hurricane Michael,
Tiano joined Cotton in 2018 with the
goal of helping Panama City recover
and rebuild. His involvement in disaster
response includes acting as an insurance
liaison for multiple hurricanes, construction
consultation following various weather and
man-made catastrophes, and managing reconstruction services in North Florida.

